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Abstract: Advances in space technology have opened up opportunities for human beings to work
in outer space. It is expected that the upsizing of manned space facilities, such as the International
Space Station, will further this trend. A unique means of transportation is necessary to ensure
that human beings can move about effectively in microgravity environments. Here, we propose
a tether-based mobility system that moves the user by winding a tether attached to a structure at
the destination. To overcome the attitude instability of the user during tether winding, the Tether
Space Mobility Device (TSMD) attitude control method for winding a tether is applied and examined
through numerical analysis. The proposed analytical model for motion analysis consists of one
flexible body and three rigid bodies. The contact force between the tether and the TSMD inlet is
determined. Using the numerical analysis model, we investigated the effect of slit shape during
tether extension and winding.

Keywords: contact modeling; space robot; tether; interaction; ANCF

1. Introduction

Mechanical systems, such as elevators and cranes, utilize tension. In such systems,
an object is moved by the tension acting on a wire. Because wires are lightweight and
can be easily stored, large-scale systems can be constructed. Systems based on wires for
special environments such as outer space and oceans have been proposed, including a
tether satellite system [1], in which a main satellite and a small sub-satellite are connected
by a tether (a robot can be connected to the tether for in-orbit servicing), and a tether
space robot [2]. The present authors previously proposed the Tether Space Mobility
Device (TSMD) [3], which is a mobile device that uses a tether for transportation under
microgravity conditions. As shown in Figure 1, this system moves the target by ejecting
the tip of the device, capturing it at the destination, and collecting the tether bound to
the tip. In such a system, when the wire is extended and collected, it may interfere with
the connected device during complicated movements. This problem, called the spaghetti
problem [4], occurs when a large vibration is generated when a wire is moved into a slit
in an elastic wall at a specific winding speed. The vibration depends on the shape of the
slit of the take-up device. Slit design is thus important for systems that use wire extension
and winding. Wire vibration can also affect the attitude of the entire system. However, it
has not been sufficiently clarified how wire vibration is affected by the slit shape or when
the slit in the elastic wall itself is accompanied by movement. To consider these problems,
it is important to analyze the effect of slit shape with movement of the elastic wall on the
movement of the entire system using numerical simulation.

In this paper, we model the inlet of the TSMD in detail and constructed a numerical
analysis model considering the length change, large deformation, and large displacement
of the tether. Then, using this numerical analysis model, we investigate the effect of slit
shape during tether extension and winding.
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involve tether extension and winding. In this model, the motion of the system is limited 
to a plane. The tether is modeled as a flexible body. The TSMD inlet (with the slit in the 
elastic wall), the TSMD body, and a human analog are modeled as rigid bodies. Although 
the inlet is located inside the TSMD, it is considered as an independent rigid body because 
an actuator may be mounted in the future. Here, a pin joint constraint is applied between 
rigid bodies 1 and 2 and between rigid bodies 2 and 3. In addition, extending and winding 
the tether is expressed by applying a drive constraint between the node of the element at 
the rear end of the tether and rigid body 2. To express the interaction between the tether 
and the rigid system, the tether is extended and its contact with rigid bodies 1 and 2 is 
simulated. Contact is judged at each node of the element of the tether. We then calculate 
the force. 
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2.1. Formulation of Analytical Model 
In the formulation of the tether, the absolute nodal coordinate formulation [5], pro-

posed by Shabana et al., is applied to the flexible body to consider large deformation and 
large displacement. The model S_L1 [6], proposed by Wago et al., is used for the axial 
elastic force, and the model T1 [7], proposed by Berzeri and Shabana, is used for the bend-
ing elastic force. In the present paper, only an overview is shown about the formulation. 

Figure 1. Overview of TSMD.

2. Analysis Model

Figure 2 shows the analytical model of the TSMD. This model, which comprises one
flexible body and three rigid bodies, can be used to simulate a series of movements that
involve tether extension and winding. In this model, the motion of the system is limited
to a plane. The tether is modeled as a flexible body. The TSMD inlet (with the slit in the
elastic wall), the TSMD body, and a human analog are modeled as rigid bodies. Although
the inlet is located inside the TSMD, it is considered as an independent rigid body because
an actuator may be mounted in the future. Here, a pin joint constraint is applied between
rigid bodies 1 and 2 and between rigid bodies 2 and 3. In addition, extending and winding
the tether is expressed by applying a drive constraint between the node of the element at
the rear end of the tether and rigid body 2. To express the interaction between the tether
and the rigid system, the tether is extended and its contact with rigid bodies 1 and 2 is
simulated. Contact is judged at each node of the element of the tether. We then calculate
the force.
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2.1. Formulation of Analytical Model

In the formulation of the tether, the absolute nodal coordinate formulation [5], pro-
posed by Shabana et al., is applied to the flexible body to consider large deformation and
large displacement. The model S_L1 [6], proposed by Wago et al., is used for the axial elastic
force, and the model T1 [7], proposed by Berzeri and Shabana, is used for the bending
elastic force. In the present paper, only an overview is shown about the formulation. The
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details of the formulation can be found elsewhere [8,9]. The motion equation of the flexible
body finally becomes as follows:

Ma
..
e + (Kt + Kl)e = Q f (1)

where Ma is the mass matrix, e is a node coordinate vector, Kt is flexural rigidity matrix,
Kl is a nonlinear axial stiffness matrix and Q f is the external force term including gravity,
Ma is given by the following equation:

Ma =
∫

V
ρSTSdV (2)

where ρ is the density of the flexible body, the shape function S is determined based on the
assumption of a Bernoulli-Eulerian beam. Kt is expressed by following equation:

Kt =
∫ le

0
Et I
(

d2S
dx2

)T(d2S
dx2

)
dx (3)

where le is the length of the element of flexible body, and we assume that x is the position
of arbitrary point from element node before deformation. Et is the elastic modulus in the
bending direction. Kl is expressed by following equation:

Kl = εS_L1

∫ le

0
El A

(
dS
dx

)T(dS
dx

)
dx (4)

where εS_L1 is the average axial strain of the element of flexible body, El is the elastic
modulus in the axial direction and A is the cross-sectional area.

Next, we construct a differential algebraic equation using the expansion method [5].
The equation of motion of the system can be expressed as:[

M Φq
T

Φq 0

][ ..
q
λ

]
=

[
Q
γ

]
(5)

where M = diag(Ma, Mr) is the mass matrix, q =
[

ea qr
]T is the generalized coor-

dinates, and Q =
[

Qa Qr
]T is the external force term. Ma is the mass matrix of the

tether, Mr = diag(mr1, mr1, Ir1, mr2, mr2, Ir2, mr3, mr3, Ir3) is the mass matrix of the rigid
system, ea is the generalized coordinates of the flexible body tether, qr is the generalized
coordinates of the rigid system, Qa is the generalized force vector of the tether, and Qr is
the generalized force vector of the rigid system. Φq is the Jacobean matrix, λ are Lagrange
multipliers, and γ is the acceleration equation. This equation is obtained by differentiating
the constraint twice with respect to time. Next, we show the system constraints. Pin joints
connect rigid bodies 1 and 2, and rigid bodies 2 and 3. Then, the system constraints are
given by: [

R1 + T1u1
2 −R2 − T2u2

1
R2 + T2u2

3 −R3 − T3u3
2

]
= 0 (6)

where Rj is the position vector of the center of rigid body j in absolute coordinates, Tj is
transformation matrix from the local coordinate system to the absolute coordinate system,
and ui

j is a position vector up to the joint point of rigid body j in local coordinates. Then,
the relative angle between the rigid bodies is determined by the driving constraints and is
described as: [

θr1 − θr2 − θr12(t)
θr2 − θr3 − θr23(t)

]
= 0 (7)

where θrj are their rotation angles (j = 1, 2, 3), θr12(t) is the relative angle between rigid
bodies 1 and 2, and θr23(t) is the relative angle between rigid bodies 2 and 3.
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In the present paper, we do not consider the relative motion between the rigid bodies,
and set the relative angles between rigid bodies as θr12(t) = θr23(t) = 0. Extension and
winding of the tether is expressed by displacing the node at the end of the tether at velocity
V in the X direction in the local coordinate system of rigid body 2. Therefore, if the total
length of the tether is l0, the node constraint at the end of the tether and rigid body 2 can
be described as: [

e5
(n)

e6
(n)

]
−R2 − T2

(
u2

1 +

[ ∫ t
0 Vdt + l0

0

])
= 0 (8)

where e5
(n), e6

(n) represent the node of the element at the rear end of the tether. Therefore,
the constraint equations for the system Φ can be written as:

Φ =



[
e5

(n)

e6
(n)

]
−R2 − T2

(
u2

1 +

[ ∫ t
0 Vdt + l0

0

])
R1 + T1u1

2 −R2 − T2u2
1

R2 + T2u2
3 −R3 − T3u3

2
θr1 − θr2 − θr12(t)
θr2 − θr3 − θr23(t)


= 0 (9)

2.2. Contact Force between Flexible and Rigid Bodies

Here, we derive the formulation of the contact force exerted by the rigid system on
the tether. In this model, the modeling method for the spaghetti problem [10] proposed by
Kobayashi et al. is applied to the absolute nodal coordinate formulation. The contact force
exerted by the elastic wall inside the rigid body on the tether is defined by a spring element
and a damper element. Figure 3 shows elements of flexible body sucked into rigid body
1. The number of the node located outside of and closest to the tip of rigid body 1 is set
to i, whereas the number of the node located inside of and closest to the tip of rigid body
1 is set to i + 1.

(
x1

i+1, y1
i+1

)
is the position vector of i +1 th node in the local coordinate

system for the rigid body 1. To express the suction at the tip of the inlet, the contact force is
divided into force F1 (exerted by the inner wall of the rigid body on the node of the beam
element completely sucked into the rigid body) and force F2 (exerted on the beam element
being moved from the tip of the suction port of the rigid body).
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The force F1 from the inner wall of rigid body 1 on the i + 1 th node can be expressed
in the absolute coordinate system as follows:

F1 = T1

 −µ1

[
−k1

{
y1

i+1 − sgn
(

y1
i+1

)
Gp
2

}
− c1

.
y

1
i+1

]
−k1

{
y1

i+1 − sgn
(

y1
i+1

)
Gp
2

}
− c1

.
y

1
i+1

 (∣∣∣y1
i+1

∣∣∣ ≥ Gp
2

)
F1 = 0

(∣∣∣y1
i+1

∣∣∣ < Gp
2

) (10)

where µ1 is the friction coefficient of inner wall of inlet, Gp is the slit width, k1 and c1 are
the spring constant and the damping coefficient for the elastic wall in rigid body 1, while
taking contact rigidity into account. The force F2 from the tip of rigid body 1 on the i + 1th
node can be expressed in the absolute coordinate system as follows:

F2 = T1

(
F1

k2 + F1
f 2

)
(11)

where F1
k2 is the contact force of the edge of rigid body 1 in the local coordinate system. F1

k2
can be expressed as follows:

F1
k2 =

[
F1

k2x

F1
k2y

]
= −k2∆r1

2 − c2∆
.
r

1
2 (12)

where k2 and c2 are the spring constant and the damping coefficient, respectively, for the
elastic wall in the vicinity of the tip of rigid body 1, ∆r1

2 is the deformation of the local
coordinate system of rigid body 1. F1

f 2 is the frictional force in the local coordinate system

from the tip of rigid body 1 on the beam element. F1
f 2 is described as:

F1
f 2 = µ2

 −sgn
(

.
xi

1
)∣∣∣F1

k2y

∣∣∣
−sgn

(
.

yi
1
)∣∣∣F1

k2x

∣∣∣
 (13)

where µ2 is the friction coefficient between the beam element and the tip of rigid body 1.

2.3. Adjustment of Slit Shape

As an initial study on slit shape, we consider the case where the inclination of the
elastic wall inside the inlet is changed. Figure 4 shows the inlet after the shape change.
When the elastic wall is tilted, it rotates around the center position of the inlet on the elastic
wall (white circle in Figure 4). For calculating the contact force, the inlet is divided into
upper and lower sides. The calculation is performed in each coordinate system. Here,
the upper inlet is taken as an example. Figure 5 shows the upper inlet tilted by angle γ.
Hereafter, the inlet after the shape change is denoted as rigid body 1′. If the position vector
of rigid body 1′ in the local coordinate system of rigid body 1 is

(
x1′

i+1, y1′
i+1

)
, we can obtain

the following equation: [
x1′

i+1
y1′

i+1

]
= T′1

([
x1

i+1
y1

i+1

]
− ¯

u
1

1′

)
(14)

where T′1 is a coordinate transformation matrix that rotates the elastic wall angle γ from the
local coordinate system O1-X1Y1 of rigid body 1. u1

1′ is a position vector up to the position
of the center of gravity of rigid body 1′ in the local coordinate system of rigid body 1, and
is expressed by the following equation:

u1
1′ =

Gp

2

[
sin γ

1− cos γ

]
(15)
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Using the same method for the lower inlet, the contact force when the shape of the
inlet is changed can be obtained.
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2.4. Posture Control Method

We apply winding control that focuses on the change in the kinetic energy of the rigid
system and converges the angular velocity of the rigid system generated during tether
winding to 0 deg/s [11]. Figure 6 shows a model of the TSMD with the tether stretched.
Here, let r be the target length of the uncollected tether, defined as:{

r = d + u+

.
θ sin(ϕ− θ + α) ≥ 0

r = d + u−
.
θ sin(ϕ− θ + α) < 0

, u+ ≥ 0, u− ≤ 0 (16)

where d is the distance from the origin of the the absolute coordinate system to the tip of
the inlet, ϕ is the angle between the X axis of the absolute coordinate system and the tether,
θ is the rotation angle of the rigid system, and α is the angle of the tip position of the inlet in
the local coordinate system. In addition, u+ is the control input when

.
θ sin(ϕ− θ + α) ≥ 0,

and u− is the control input when
.
θ sin(ϕ− θ + α) < 0. This value can be set arbitrarily

to obtain the control effect. With the above definition of r as Equation (16), the tether
deflects when the tension is working to increase the kinetic energy of the rigid body, and
the tether stretches when the tension works to reduce the kinetic energy of the rigid body.
The angular velocity of the rigid system eventually converges to zero deg/s.
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3. Evaluation of Posture Control Method for Each Shape

We now compare different slit shapes in the elastic wall. The attitude control method
is evaluated based on the numerical simulation results.

3.1. Analysis Conditions
3.1.1. Elastic Wall Slit Shape

Figure 7 shows an outline of the slit shape as a longitudinal cross-sectional view of
the inlet. Figure 8 shows the three types of slit shape examined here. In these figures, it is
assumed that the tether is collected from the left side to the right side. Diameter d1 at the tip
of the inlet and diameter d2 at the rear end of the inlet are used as parameters. For the three
types of shape, the slit width is uniform, the inlet tip narrows, and the inlet tip widens,
respectively. Table 1 shows the d1 and d2 values for each condition. The smallest diameter
is 1 mm, which is the diameter of the tether used in the “STARS Project” ultra-small tether
extension satellite demonstration experiment in space [12]. Considering that the inlet is
mounted inside the TSMD, the largest diameter is 9 mm.
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Table 1. Parameters for various simulation conditions.

Condition d1 (mm) d2 (mm)

1-1 1 1
1-5 1 5
1-9 1 9
5-1 5 1
5-5 5 5
5-9 5 9
9-1 9 1
9-5 9 5
9-9 9 9
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3.1.2. Initial Conditions

Figure 9 shows the initial conditions for the numerical simulation. As shown, the
human analog model was fixed to be perpendicular to the TSMD. One end of the tether
extends from the TSMD section through the inlet and is fixed to the origin. The rigid
system is arranged so that the tether and the TSMD section are aligned on the X axis. We
collected the tether and observed the motion of the rigid system that moves toward the
origin while rotating. The measurement time of the motion was set to 10.0 s from the
time when the tether ejection started. The fourth-order Runge–Kutta method was used for
numerical integration. Table 2 shows the calculation parameters used in this study. These
parameters are used based on the experimental equipment described in Reference [11]. In
this parameter, mass of human analog is lighter than one of actual human, but there is no
problem in investigating the contact mechanism.
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Figure 9. Diagram of initial conditions.

Table 2. Calculation parameters.

Parameter Value

Total length of tether, l (m) 2.5
Diameter of tether, d (m) 5.2 × 10−4

Density of tether, ρ (kg/m3) 1140
Transverse elastic modulus, Et (GPa) 1.93

Longitudinal elastic modulus, El (GPa) 1.93
Number of tether elements, n 50

Mass of inlet, Mr1 (kg) 0.0367
Mass of TSMD part, Mr2 (kg) 0.8172

Mass of human analog, Mr3 (kg) 7.78
Moment of inertia of inlet, Ir1 (kg·m2) 9.4 × 10−6

Moment of inertia of TSMD part, Ir2 (kg·m2) 2.6 × 10−3
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameter Value

Moment of inertia of human analog, Ir3 (kg·m2) 0.0548
Length of inlet, lr1 (m) 0.055

Length of TSMD part (m) 0.17
Length of human analog (m) 0.19

Width of inner wall (m) 0.0015
Width of TSMD part (m) 0.095

Width of human analog (m) 0.22
Control input u+ 0.01
Control input u− −0.06

Spring constant of inner wall, k1 (N/m) 100
Spring constant of edge, k2 (N/m) 100

Damping coefficient of inner wall, c1 (N/(m/s)) 0.0696
Damping coefficient of edge, c2 (N/(m/s)) 0.0696

Coefficient of friction of inner wall of inlet, µ1 0.1
Coefficient of friction of edge of inlet, µ2 0.1

Coefficient of friction of inner wall of TSMD part 0.0

3.2. Examination of Control Effect

To examine the effect of the attitude control method (see Section 2.4), we compared the
conditions for collecting the tether at a constant speed and the conditions for applying the
control. Figure 10 shows the rotation angles of the rigid system for condition 1-1. As shown,
the extension of the tether starts at 0.0 s, and the winding starts when the tip of the tether
sticks to the wall. For the rigid system, at 2.7 to 2.8 s, the first tension acts and the rotation
angle changes. Without control, after the second tension is applied to the tether at 4.0 s,
the tether is wound without tension and the rigid system continues to rotate at a constant
angular velocity. With control applied, tension is applied to the tether at 5.0 and 7.0 s, and
thus the rigid system does not continue to rotate, and the rotation angle converges to a
certain value. Similar results were obtained for other shapes, confirming that applying
control suppressed the rotational motion of the rigid system under all conditions. Figure 11
shows the rotation angles of the rigid system for all shapes when control is applied. This
figure shows that the time required for the rotation angle to converge to a constant value
depends on the condition. The time required for the rotation angle to converge to a certain
value followed the order condition 1-5, condition 1-1, and condition 1-9 (lowest to highest).
This indicates that the control was responsive for a narrow inlet tip diameter, suggesting
that there is a relationship between slit shape and control responsiveness. The effects of slit
shape on tether tension and contact force are examined in detail in the next section.
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4. Mechanism of Effect of Slit Shape on Control Responsiveness

The simulation results for the three conditions with an inlet tip diameter of 1 mm,
for which excellent control responsiveness was observed, are compared here. Figure 12
shows the time history of the control input for these conditions and Figure 13 shows the
time history of the rotation angle of the rigid system, the tension acting on the tether, and
the control input for condition 1-1. Figure 12 shows that the control input switched five
times under the three conditions, and that a shorter convergence time for the rotation angle
leads to earlier control input switching. Figure 13 confirms that the control input switches
from negative to positive after a large tension is applied. The contact force inside the rigid
body and that at the tip of the rigid body were compared in this section until the next
control input was switched based on the time when the control input was switched under
each condition.
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We compare the results from the start of tether extension until the tip of the tether
stuck to the wall. Figure 14 shows the shape of the tether immediately after the tip of the
tether stuck to the wall under each condition. For condition 1-9, the time required for the
tip of the tether to stick to the wall was 0.04 s longer than that for other conditions. The
range of angles at which one element of the tether can rotate inside the slit was the widest
for this condition, causing the tether to bend more and thus it took more time for the tip of
the tether to stick to the wall. This result indicates that if this range of angles is wide at
the time of ejection, deflection is likely to occur, which would delay the switching of the
control input.
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When the control input becomes positive at around 2.5 s, the winding speed of the
tether slows down. The results are compared in the section where the relative displacement
between the inlet and the tether is small along the travel direction of the tether. In this
section, the time until the next control input is switched is delayed by 0.03 s in condition
1-1 compared to that in condition 1-5. Here, because the angular velocity is always positive
in this section, the control input changes depending on whether (ϕ− θ + α) in Equation
(16) is positive or negative. Figure 15 shows the time history of the contact force between
the upper elastic wall and the tether inside the inlet (this force suppresses counterclockwise
rotation). In this figure, the section from the first time when the control input becomes
positive to the time when the control input becomes negative in Figure 12 is shown. The
time when the control input is switched under each condition is 0.0 s.

This figure shows that the contact force between the inlet and the tether is large when
the slit width is narrow (e.g., condition 1-1). Based on the difference in contact force, it
was confirmed that there was a delay in switching the control input under condition 1-1
compared to condition 1-5. At the time when the control input is switched and the tether
winding speed decreases, the inlet and the tether are more likely to come into contact when
the slit width is narrow (e.g., condition 1-1). The contact force delays control switching.
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The winding speed greatly increased when the control input became negative. The
results obtained until tension acts on the rigid body are compared. Figure 16 shows the
time history of the moment due to the contact force between the tether and the rigid body
when tension acts on the tether for various conditions and Figure 17 shows the distribution
map of the contact force applied inside the rigid body immediately before the tension acts.
Figure 17 shows the distance X from the tip of the inlet to the contact position and the
magnitude of the contact force in the longitudinal direction of the inlet. In Figure 16, the
area under the graph can be considered to be the sum of the moments applied to the rigid
body. This confirms that the moment due to the contact force between the tether and the
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rigid body increases in the order condition 1-5, condition 1-9, and condition 1-1. This order
can be explained as follows. As shown in Figure 17, due to the inclination inside the inlet,
a contact force acts on the tip side of the inlet many times under conditions 1-5 and 1-9.
For a tapered inlet tip, even for a small taper angle, the contact is concentrated at the tip,
improving control responsiveness. When the tip of the inlet is narrowed, and the second
tension acts on the rigid system, the tip side of the inlet comes into more contact with
the tether and the moment due to the contact force between the tether and the rigid body
becomes large.
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Figure 17. Contact force distribution.

Figure 18 shows the time history of the contact force between the inside of the inlet
and the elastic wall at the tip on the upper side of the inlet at the time after the second
tension was applied. For each condition, the difference in contact force is small at the time
after the second tension is applied. Similar results were obtained for the lower side of the
inlet. The control responsiveness was different due to the difference in the angle of the
rigid body and the time when the control input was switched, which occurred before the
second tension was applied.
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The simulation results are compared in the same way for conditions with a large inlet
tip diameter. Figure 19 shows the time history of the contact force inside the inlet and
at the tip of the inlet on the upper side just before the second tension is applied. Here,
condition 5-5 is used to represent the case with a uniform slit width and condition 9-1 is
used to represent the case where the diameter at the tip of the inlet is much larger than that
at the rear end of the inlet. Figure 19 confirms that a larger inlet tip diameter leads to a
smaller contact force between the inlet tip and the inside. Similar results were obtained on
the lower side of the inlet. Therefore, a larger inlet tip diameter leads to a larger relative
distance between the elastic wall inside the rigid body and the tether and a smaller contact
force; therefore, a moment is less likely to be applied. These results show that when the
diameter of the inlet tip is large, the moment due to the contact force becomes small due to
the large diameter of the inlet tip, the switching of the control input is delayed, and control
responsiveness decreases.
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Figure 19. (a,b) Time history of contact force inside inlet and at tip of inlet just before application of second tension.

5. Conclusions

By observing the movement of the entire system during tether extension and winding,
we investigated the effect of the contact force between the elastic wall and the tether at the
slit of the elastic wall on the movement of the entire system. We created a model considering
the slit shape to calculate the contact between the inlet and the tether. We could investigate
the effect of slit shape during tether extension and winding on control responsiveness using
numerical simulation due to the use of the detailed model. These results show when the tip
of the inlet is narrowed, the tip side of the inlet comes into more contact with the tether and
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the moment due to the contact force between the tether and the rigid body becomes large.
In addition, when the diameter of the inlet tip is large, the moment due to the contact force
becomes small due to the large diameter of the inlet tip, the switching of the control input is
delayed, and control responsiveness decreases. These results show that property tapering
the slit shape of the inlet improves control responsiveness. In addition, we obtained the
above results by performing detailed modeling of slits. Thus, it is showed that the detailed
model is useful to design the machine including control system.
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